70-Minute
Express Service
CALL: 01683 888 888

We understand how valuable time
is to our customers and their need
for worry free servicing Thus get a
range of services just under 70
minutes from our trained
professionals which includes
Engine oil and oil filter change
Air and A C filter replacement
Vacuum cleaning
Car wash
Foam wash
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Long Distance
Movement Precheck Up
Service
CALL: 01683 888 888

To reduce the chances of
breakdown and assure a hassle
free drive Rangs Workshop proudly
presents Long Distance Movement
LDM a 12 point checkup service
Have your car checked by our
skilled professionals using state of
the art technology and enjoy a
pleasant holiday drive with the
peace of your mind
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Tow Truck
CALL: 01683 888 888

A car could suddenly malfunction
and leave you stranded in an
unfamiliar location Fortunately the
situation is manageable no matter
what has happened to your vehicle
or where you are A simple phone
call to Rangs Workshop can save
you from such unexpected
incidents by towing your vehicle to
our workshop Now you can rest
assured that your car will be at the
hands of trained professionals
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Towing charge
BDT4 000 from 9AM to 5PM
BDT6 000 after 5PM to before 9AM
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Roadside
Assistance
Get the peace of mind knowing
that whether it s daylight or late
hours in the night our emergency
roadside and mechanical
breakdown assistance are always
there for you Available all over
Dhaka City
’
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Simply call our 24 hour roadside
assistance hotline at 01683 888 888
for any vehicle related help Our
expert technicians will visit and
solve the problem or arrange for a
tow service if necessary to our
service center
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